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From the very outset, Mr Vichnar's dissertation announces its ambition to survey the bulk of 
Joycean criticism following the Anglo-American reception of "deconstruction," beginning 
with Derrida and MacCabe, and arriving at an overview of contemporary genetic criticism in 
such recent publications as How loyee Wrote Finnegans Wake. This dissertation answers a need 
within Joyce studies of a comprehensive study of critical approaches to Joyce's work after 
Alan R. Roughley's James loyee and Critical Theory: An Introduction, which has been out of print 
since the mid-1990s. 

Like Roughley, Vichnar adopts a broadly historical and thematic organisation, but unlike 
Roughley interposes a great deal more critical evaluation of the work under review. loyee 
Against Theory is thus not merely a summary of scholarship that has accrued over the past 
three decades, but also an evaluation. 

In examining this dissertation, then, two questions pose themselves. Is the thematic and 
historical account true and complete, insofar as is reasonably possible? And is the judgement 
exercised by the author sound? Firstly, we must consider the scope of the work at hand, 
which somewhat exceeds that of a conventional MA dissertation. As it stands, loyee Against 
Theory is a work demanding of a great deal of bibliographical research, and certain omissions 
and oversights are to be expected which, during further revision, will be rectified perhaps. It 
is worth noting that the author conducted research for this dissertation at the British Library 
and the Zurich Joyce Foundation, and that he is personally familiar with many of the 
scholar's he discusses (through participation at conferences and summer schools). 

I am personally satisfied that as an MA work, this dissertation is exceptional, and by far the 
most accomplished piece of research I have ever seen at this level. It establishes a benchmark 
for graduate research in our department and makes bold and substantial claims for the 
import of Joyce scholarship in the future direction of research within the department-most 
timely, in view of the fact that we shall be hosting the International James Joyce Symposium 
in 2010. 

For the purpose of further improvement, however, I will risk several suggestions and 
comments. 

In an historical overview that is sensitive to the evolution of critical ideas AS WELL AS the 
broader reception of these ideas within the mainstream of Joyce scholarship, there needs to be 
more attention to the timing of first publications and the presentation of papers at 
conferences. This is necessary to avoid undue precedence to publications, especially in the 
United States, that have tended to define an orthodoxy within Joyce scholarship. Vichnar 
sometimes avoids this by sympathetically addressing the work of often disregarded pioneers 
like Donald Theall, but in other areas (such as Lacanian studies) attributes too much weight to 
the existing mainstream. In the discussion of hypermedia - a particularly vexed area - there is 
no discussion, for example, of the work of Darren Tofts. Along with myself, Tofts's work was 
singled out by Theall as central to a thinking of the technological turn in Joyce. Also, there 
might usefully be consideration of criticism that crosses over into so-called "aesthetic" 
practice, such as Mark Amerika's Grammatron and some of the "codework" of people like 
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antiorp, for whom Finnegan's Wake is a type of literary machine. Equally there is no treatment 
of Marjorie Perloff's 21st century modernist poeticS, which links Joyce to a "machinic" 
tradition in contemporary writing-one that augments Theall's reflections on technology. 

In terms of historicity, a clearer reflection on the timeline of periodical publication may be 
useful-the llQ, llLS, HIS and so on (as well as conference programmes [NOT 
proceedings])-indicating topicality but also moments of missed reception. A good example 
would be the discussion of Chaos and Complexity. It might be worth noting the antecedence 
of Claude Shannon's work, for example Oust as McLuhan might feature in the discussion of 
Theall). But also it might be worth noting-in an example more close to home-that the first 
appearance of Rice's essay on "Joyce, Chaos and Complexity" was contemporary with my 
own publication on complexity and retroviruses, etc.-in the same journal (of which Mr 
Vichnar is now the editor). However, in his dissertation, only bibliographical details for Rice's 
(and Makey's) book and my own are given, published eight years apart, suggesting a temporal 
succession of these same ideas that is not in fact the case as far as the overall genealogy is 
concerned. The same question arises with the "simultaneity" of Theall's and Rice's project
in fact, Theall first published on Joyce in the 1950s, and was circulating complete drafts of 
loyee's Teehno-Poeties already by 1994 (I had the privilege of commenting upon it). One might 
ask, though, why Theall's work was almost entirely overlooked by the American Joyceans, 
while Rice's has been widely acknowledged by them. 

Another possible symptom of this dissertation's credulity towards a certain mainstream of 
American Joyce studies is the amount of space dedicated to the work of Floridian Patrick 
McGee, whose book loyee Beyond Mark is extensively summarised but barely critiqued (in fact 
McGee's argumentation is quite silly in places and should be exposed as such [The theoretical 
insufficiencies of Paperspaee might also be commented upon]). Valente's work is also cited 
without reflection of the frequent over-investment it demonstrates in extreme forms of 
political correctness (an historical contextualisation that is missing here, but which may 
usefully parallel others, such as the emergence of Queer theory and post-colonialism). 

Possibly the subject of copyright could have been more fruitfully dealt with, as it has proven 
to be one of the major issues effecting recent Joyce scholarship. Perhaps an appendix would 
suffice-viz. the work of people like Bob Spoo, Carroll Shloss [with Lawrence Lessig] and 
Paul Saint Amour, but also others. This might also be profitably linked to the current 
"canonicity" of Joyce's work/s-including Giaeomo loyee-as being mediated more than ever 
by questions of ownership and commodification (e.g. of the manuscripts and so on), and the 
ways in which this is also reflected in the re-nationalising of Joyce in Ireland (Kiberd, et al.). 
Indeed, a consideration of the shifting geopolitics of the Joyce Industry as a whole might be 
very useful in a study such as this. 

In general, however, and in light of this dissertation's significant accomplishments, my 
recommendation is for a grade of (1) "EXCELLENT." I also strongly recommend this 
dissertation for the Mathesius Prize. 

G~~,--
Louis Armand, PhD 
29 August 2008 
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